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Bridging The Gap Between Telemetry and the PC

Wade Nelson    Diana Shurtleff
Loral Instrumentation

8401 Aero Drive
San Diego, CA 92123

ABSTRACT

The explosive use and extensive development of software and hardware for the IBM PC
and PC Clones over the past few years has positioned the PC as one of many viable
alternatives to system designers configuring systems for both data acquisition and data
analysis. Hardware abounds for capturing signals to be digitized and analyzed by software
developed for the PC. Communication software has improved to where system developers
can easily link instrumentation devices together to form integrated test environments for
analyzing and displaying data. Telemetry systems, notable those developed for lab
calibration and ground station environments, are one of many applications which can profit
from the rapid development of data acquisition techniques for the PC.

Recently developed for the ADS100A telemetry processor is a data acquisition module
which allows the system to be linked into the PC world. The MUX-I/O module was
designed to allow the PC access to telemetry data acquired through the ADS 100A, as well
as provide a method by which data can be input into the telemetry environment from a host
PC or equivalent RS-232 or GPIB interface. Signals captured and digitized by the
ADS100A can be passed on to the PC for further processing and/or report generation.
Providing interfaces of this form to the PC greatly enhances the functionality and scope of
the abilities already provided by the ADS100A as one of the major front-end processors
used in telemetry processing today. The MUX-I/O module helps “bridge the gap” between
telemetry and the PC in an ever increasing demand for improving the quantity and quality
of processing power required by today’s telemetry environment.

This paper focuses on two distinct topics, how to transfer data to and from the PC and
what off-the-shelf software is available to provide communication links and analysis of
incoming data. Major areas of discussion will include software protocols, pre vs post
processing, static vs dynamic processing environments, and discussion of the major data
analysis and acquisition packages available for the PC today, such as DaDisp and Lotus
Measure, which aid the system designer in analyzing and displaying telemetry data. Novel
applications of the telemetry to PC link will be discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The nature, and flow of data in telemetry systems is markedly different from that in a PC.
Telemetry systems are typically real time, limited in processing capability to that which
can be done on a continuous data stream, and use extremely high density analog storage
media. PC’s use data that is generally non-changing, and provide extremely lowcost,
highly flexible analysis through both user generated and commercially available SW
packages. By providing a bridge between telemetry systems used for lab calibration and/or
ground stations, and PC’s, users may obtain the best of both environments - high speed
data processing, and flexible data analysis.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A BRIDGE

A primary requirement for a bridge is adequate support on both sides. The PC is supported
by thousands of off the shelf SW and HW packages. The MUX/IO “bridge” is supported
on the other end by the ADS-100A telemetry pre-processor. Use of the ADS-100A
ensures that not a subset, but all of the telemetry data gets processed. By having a pre-
processor that performs limit checking, engineering conversions, and common filtering
algorithms on the data in real time, the PC is able to do what it does best: Display and post
processing of selected data, and reporting of alarm conditions detected by the pre-
processor.

CHANGES IN TELEMETRY

Twenty years ago, telemetry consisted of decommutating data from a PAM or PCM
stream, and feeding it to a strip chart which the test engineer visually inspected. Where the
strip chart may have displayed 8 channels of data, todays test flights of the Boeing
747-400 necessitate 3400 channels. The massive amount of information generated is pre-
processed, then fed into host computers for complex analysis and report generation.
Computers on-board missiles or aircraft being tested often put data into the stream
indicating the mode in which they are operating. This data must be stripped out and
analyzed. Data from other sources, such as tracking stations, may be merged with
telemetry data to produce complex reports and graphs of vehicle performance. Multiple
streams of data, from multiple vehicles may be needed to generate the report which
determines whether the flight test was a success or failure



TELEMETRY PRE VS POST PROCESSING

Data incoming from a telemetry stream frequently contains noise, or goes out of limits due
to aircraft maneuvers, or loss of signal as the vehicle loses sight of the antenna. Filtering of
the data is best performed as it is incoming, using standard telemetry algorithms such as in
limits, out of limits, delta slope, and so on, available on an intelligent pre-processor like
the ADS-100A. This unburdens the host computer significantly and can allow greater CPU
resources to be applied to true postprocessing tasks. Conversion of raw data to engineering
units by the preprocessor can reduce post-processing time by orders of magnitude,
bringing the task down to a level attainable by PC’s.

True post processing of data can strip out computer data embedded in the telemetry
stream, compare data to prior flights, or perform calculations not realizable in real-time. As
well, formatting and line printing of data is considered post processing. One user of a PC
for post processing generates 23 distinct reports from each mission. The PC can allow user
text editing of data and annotation of data such as pilot comments.

Post processing may include merging of data from other sources such as ground based
GPS, or other TSPI (Time, Space, Position) determination equipment using IRIG time as a
common reference. These may simply be additional files on the PC disk, read in from
magnetic tape.

PC NOW VIABLE ANALYSIS TOOL

With powerful processors such as the INTEL 80286, 80386 and their associated math
coprocessors, the PC today offers sufficient processing power for many of the telemetry
post processing tasks previously delegated to host computers. The flexibility of
programming offered on the PC, the wide variety of available data analysis packages, and
graphing and plotting software make the PC an irresistable display and analysis tool for the
telemetry user. In addition, the storage capabilities offered in the PC can allow for
buffering of data pre-processed by a telemetry unit such as the ADS-100 prior to analysis
or printing.

CHARACTERISTICS OF TELEMETRY DATA

Telemetry data is usually handled using real time hardware. In a typical system parallel
busses carry, in real-time, 16 bit data and 16 bit TAG information. Bits within the TAG
may indicate what data is being carried, or call attention to that data, such as a piece of
data which indicates a telemetry equipped aircraft is low on fuel. (An ALARM condition).
Various processing modules users may insert into a modular telemetry system are
programmed to recognize and accept data bearing certain tags. For example, the low fuel



warning may actually be caused by the aircraft performing a roll maneuver, and a derived
data processor might be programmed to average fuel data over several seconds. Data is
continuously flowing, and is not stored in any blocks or files per se. Such a system is a
data-flow architecture, and data is retagged as it gets processed.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PC DATA

Personal Computers generally accept data in files measured in thousands of bytes. A
telemetry system operating at 4 MBits per second could quickly overwhelm the 20 or 40
Mbyte disks most PC’s use if the communication ports operated that quickly. Hence it is
necessary to determine exactly what data out of the telemetry stream is desired, pre-
process it as much as possible, convert the data to the floating point and other formats
acceptable to the PC on the telemetry unit itself, and develop the necessary buffering and
handshaking over an RS-232 or IEEE 488 interface to accommodate the dataflow. For
display purposes, an update rate of 2-5X per second is generally all that is needed, so Nth
sampling by the telemetry preprocessor can reduce the communications requirements.

REQUIREMENT FOR PC SOFTWARE

Whether the application is for static or dynamic data input, the PC receiving the data must
be able to sort the data according to tag and display keeping only those data of interest, if
multiple PC’s are connected to a single MUX-I/O. The PC either needs to be able to
interrogate the telemetry pre-processor to determine what parameter name is associated
with a particular tag, or have this information stored locally so graphs and/or displays can
be correctly labeled. Users would ideally like to request, from the PC, in real time, which
parameters to send for display or storage, This is easily doable, however individual
customer requirments vary widely, so a generic capability has not been defined. If status
bytes are included in the data packets these must be stripped.

STATIC VS DYNAMIC OR ‘REAL TIME’ DATA

A distinction needs to be made between static and “real time” data for purposes of storage
and analysis. If the PC is going to receive the data, store it into one or more files, end the
input/storage process and then begin analysis upon the files using canned or user written
programs, the application may be considered static.

Continuous, or “real time” input and analysis of data would be where the user has written
software to continuously read data from the PC’s input port, and display that data on the
screen, or plot it as it comes in, or otherwise use the data as it arrives. Note this does not
preclude storing it in a file as well.



Communications SW packages are either static, providing transfer of the data from the
input port to a file, or else software drivers and routines to include in a user written
program to analyze or display the software dynamically.

PROTOCOLS - IEEE-488 / IEEE-728

The higher data rates afforded by the bit parallel, byte serial IEEE-488 bus can allow it to
transfer data to the PC at rates significantly higher than the 9600 baud most PC’s support
for serial communication. In addition, command and control of devices using an
established protocol like IEEE-728 can make interfacing of drivers easier for users.
Hardware support of IEEE-488 is available using commercially available cards like the
National Instruments I/O card, which fits directly into a PC slot.

PROTOCOLS - BINARY VS ASCII DATA

The 16 or 32 bit data coming from a telemetry stream is binary in nature, and therefore not
limited to legal ASCII characters. The PC or host communication software and or
hardware pre-processors must not be triggered by binary data resembling end of file
characters, interrupt characters and such, such as Control-C on VAX computers. One
method to prevent this is to send a data count prior to the data, as is done by IEEE-728
protocol. Communication protocols such as ZMODEM can handle binary data effectively,
by disabling the host’s preprocessor or I/O software routines which screen for special
characters.

PROTOCOLS - ERROR CHECKING AND CORRECTION

The mentality in the mainframe/banking community is, obviously, that data that gets
garbled during transmission should be corrected, or if that is not possible, re-sent until
received correctly. In telemetry, the attitude is different. Each individual piece of data is
generally not that important. Error correction codes are generally not used. If a frame is
lost, or parity is wrong, you generally ignore it and go on to the next data. An intermediate
approach seems appropriate for a telemetry to PC link. This is using error detection to give
the PC user, and data post-processor indication that data was lost, overflow occurred, or
checksums didn’t add up, but not resend the data, which could cause newer data to be lost
in the meantime. Alerting the user to frequent buffer overflows can allow him or her to
reduce the number of parameters being sent to the PC, send only the Nth sample, increase
the baud rate, or whatever. Error detection, but not correction is thus indicated.



PROTOCOLS - TELEMETRY DATA

Telemetry users are accustomed to capturing data in several modes:

1) Current Value Table. A CVT captures the latest value of each parameter being
downlinked, or some subset of parameters.

2) Snapshot. A snapshot is the value of every parameter in a particular frame of data. To
calculate a complex variable like MACH number you need airspeed, attitude, altitude, all
at a single instant of time, as provided by a snapshot.

3) Buffer or Block. A buffer or block is a collection of values, over time, for a particular
parameter.

Use of RS-232, GPIB, and PC’s in general means restricting the number of parameters
viewed, and the frequency with which a CVT or Snapshot is taken. Flexible pre-processing
can allow users to look at every Nth sample if more parameters are desired, but less often.

COMMERCIAL PACKAGES

Several commercial SW packages exist which can benefit the telemetry user desiring to
process data on the PC. For static applications in which telemetry data is to be sent to the
PC and stored in a file, a serial communications package is needed.

Serial data SW packages for the PC include Crosstalk, Bitcomm, Procomm and others.
Most of these packages allow XMODEM format, which can provide some error checking
and correction.

The user desiring real-time data input, analysis or display can use a development package
like Turbo Async for RS-232 communication or one of the BASIC interpreters/ compilers
which provide GPIB hooks, and handles, like QuickBasic. A real-time kernel like those
from READY systems can ease real-time application development on a PC or other host.

Data analysis packages such as DaDisp and Lotus Measure provide users with significant
flexibility in analyzing and displaying data, as well as automatically handling data input
over RS-232 or GPIB. DaDisp provides waveform generation, signal editing, FFT
analysis, statistical analysis and advanced, multi-window display of raw and analyzed data.
Data may be input in real time into a buffer which may then be displayed. Plotter support
will available in forthcoming versions. LabTech Notebook can support data input and on-
screen plotting. Complex spreadsheet like calculations involving several variables such as
determination of Mach number can be done quite easily using a package like Lotus



Measure. Many of these data analysis packages are pre-configured to work with the
National Instruments 488 card, allowing the user to “feed through” the commands
necessary to trigger the MUX-I/O or other data acquisition hardware.

ONSPEC Supertrends software can be used as an electronic version of the strip chart
recorder, again saving users development time over writing their own PC display software.

DBASEIII has many features which would make it useful in maintaining the database of
parameters where they are located in the telemetry stream, how many bits long they are,
what format the data is in, what the units are, and so forth. DBASE’s flexibility and power
in generating reports could save substantial user programming.

APPLICATION - LOW COST GROUND STATION

The ground station, as typified by Mission Control in Houston consists of multiple
graphics workstations displaying telemetry data from the launch vehicle. When problems
arise, operations personnel frequently desire engineering support in viewing and analyzing
incoming data. By having the capability to view telemetry data from remote locations via
modem link, engineers could view, in real-time, data from systems they had designed or
were responsible for. This would eliminate the delays to record data, and transport, using
magtape, information for analysis. PC’s are ideal for this task, providing more than
adequate graphics and display capability. The MUX/IO can drive a modem for remote
PC’s, or feed data into ETHERNET or other data networks. Typically, data is received
faster by this system than through main-frame based processing systems. Individual PC’s
could store data for one or more parameters on their own disks, giving local “instant
replay” when something unusual occurred in the incoming data.

APPLICATION - EXTERNAL PROCESSING

The IBM PC could be hooked to both MUX-I/O ports and perform specialized processing
of selected data, putting the results back onto the real-time busses. Data would be output
to the PC via COM1, the PC could do complex processing, table lookup, whatever, and
output the data back to the MUX/IO via COM2. The data could be automatically retagged
by the MUX/IO, or selectively retagged by the PC based on the data content. (Embedded
addresses) For data at sufficiently slow rates, as embedded computer data usually is, this
would allow users a way around algorithms that are inherently difficult on data-flow type
architectures found in telemetry pre-processors.



APPLICATION - INSERTION OF DATA INTO THE TELEMETRY PROCESS

The sophisticated telemetry user may desire to have the PC or a mainframe host computer
generating data that gets inserted into the real-time data flow environment. An example
would be running a flight simulation during the actual mission, inputting the data through
the MUX-I/O module and using the telemetry pre-processor to alarm any significant
discrepancies. While the IBM PC is not a true real-time processor, additional programming
effort and addition of a real-time kernel can make it appear so. With a few software tricks,
the user could take historical data from earlier flights, stored onto the PC via the MUX-I/O
module, and re-input it to the preprocessor for comparison with incoming real-time data.
Alarms could be issued for data significantly different from prior flights, although the user
would have to monitor the synchronization of the data, as a particular flight maneuver
might vary significantly in length. Software written for the PC would need the ability to
“speed up” or “slow down” time to match the real maneuver in order to prevent false
alarms.

APPLICATION - QUICK LOOK

While the PC may not be able, in near real time (1-3 hours after the flight) to do the entire
postprocessing analysis, it could be set up to analyze a single flight variable during the
flight, and generate a display or printout of that critical variable within minutes. This could
allow users to rapidly determine whether a specific objective had been achieved, and avoid
having to repeat the test at a later date. Wrap files could be implemented on the PC,
storing 2 minutes worth of data for a few parameters, and once a critical event occurred,
storing an additional 1 minutes worth then halting. This would allow the user to completely
analyze the events leading up to the critical event. By using floppy disks multiple, although
smaller, wrap files could be generated by each PC during the mission.

IMPLEMENTATION

The MUX/IO resides as a module on the ADS-100A’s real-time MUXBUS. Sixteen bit
TAG and DATA information are selectively buffered through the module, under 8085
Control. The ADS-100A’s 8086 is responsible for set-up and control of the module,
including setting of a TAG DECODER RAM which indicates which TAGs are of interest.
Double buffering is performed for maximum performance without hard wired buffer
control logic. CTS/DTR handshaking logic is fully implemented to minimize overflowing
PC or host input buffers. User fill in the blanks screens allow the user to select parameters,
set RS-232 and IEEE-488 characteristics, and select between various data capture modes.
Data transmission can be initiated either remotely or from the ADS-100A front key panel.
IEEE support includes SRQ/SP capabilites, so interrupt driven routines from the PC or
host can be used instead of polling. Error messages warn the user when an excessive



number of parameters are being routed to the PC, causing buffer overflow if the RS-232 or
488 interfaces are unable to keep up with the 4 Mword per second MUXbus as loading
increases.

THE PC AS A BRIDGE

By linking a powerful telemetry pre-processor to the PC all of the peripherals supported by
the PC become available to the telemetry user. These include mass storage devices,
communication networks, and other host computers. Thus the PC becomes a bridge to the
outside world, allowing the user to concentrate not on interfacing, but on processing.

CONCLUSION

The MUX/IO module allows telemetry users to achieve the dual system configuration
requirements of processing one hundred percent of the incoming data, while using low cost
PC’s for many display, analysis, and processing tasks. PC’s today have sufficient
processing, storage, and display power to perform many telemetry postprocessing tasks
previously relegated to mainframe computers. By using the ADS-100A pre-processor to
perform the limit checking, engineering conversion, and data filtering needed, the
MUX-I/O opens up the entire world of commercially available PC software and hardware
to the telemetry user, as well as allowing user developed routines. This can significantly
reduce the overall software development costs and time. In addition, the MUX-I/O’s use
of industry standard RS-232C and IEEF-488 protocols allows it, or an attached PC to act
as a bridge to other terminals, storage devices, communication networks, and host
computers.


